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OPERATIONAL BASICS
The “fi xed” mini-backhoe mounts quickly and easily to most skid 
loaders and track loaders.  It has a digging depth of 73”, an overall 
reach of 75” from the mounting plate, and a dig force of 3895 pounds.  

The mini-backhoe “with swing” features in-cab electric controls and a 
140 degree rotation cushioned swing cylinder for smooth operation.  
This model has a 76” digging depth, 78” digging reach and 3800 pound 
digging force.  

Both EDGE mini-backhoes come fully assembled (less bucket) and use 
the same fi ve buckets used on the EDGE 485 backhoe: the 10”, 12”, 
16”, 18” and 24” buckets.  Hoses and hydraulic couplers are included, 
and stabilizers are not required.  A relief valve is required in the bucket 
tilt circuit of the skid loader or track loader.  (Check skid/track loader 
OEM to verify)

EDGE® MINI-BACKHOE
Take full advantage of your skid loader or track loader’s mobility with 
EDGE mini-backhoes.  Perfect for digging trenches and footings, the 
EDGE mini-backhoe is available as a “fi xed” unit or as a unit “with 
swing”.  

edgeattach.com
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SPECIFICATIONS

 Model
Overall Width 

(in/mm)
Digging Depth 

(in/mm)
Bucket Dig Force 

(lbf/kN)
Weight 
(lbs/kg)

MH73 (Fixed) 47.5/1207 73/1854 3895/17.3 395/179
MHS76 (With Swing) 47.5/1207 76/1930 3800/16.9 535/243

*Note: Machine compatibility is based on operating capacity of the machine and the weight of the attachment

Radial Skid Loaders Vertical Skid Loaders Track Loaders

Machine Compatibility
   Gehl / Mustang

3640E/
2026

R135/
1350R

R150/
1500R

R165/
1650R

R190/
1900R

R220/
2200R

R260/
2600R

V270/
2700V

V330
3300V

V400/
4000V

RT175/
1750RT

RT210/
2100RT

RT250/
2500RT

*Mini-Backhoe ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

FEATURES
• Digs trenches over 6’ deep
• Available as a fi xed unit as well as “with swing”
• Extremely economical and effi cient
• No stabilizers required; quickly dig trenches or footings
• 10”, 12”, 16”, 18” and 24” buckets available

Fixed Mini-Backhoe

Mini-Backhoe with Swing


